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Nature Photography Tips
Top Tips for taking Nature Photos 



In every type of photography, it is nature photography that can never go out of the 
trend. It’s always on the hit list of everyone. 


Who doesn’t love nature? Nature consists of too many beautiful scenes. 


You can make great photos if you know how to do nature photography. 


Before going for doing nature photography, you need to know some tips.

https://www.clippingpathexperts.com/blog/best-types-of-photography-of-all-time/


Use Wide Angle Lenses 
A natural place is not consisting of limited things. It might consist of many things that might be 
consisted of many things as a whole. 


A prime lens would not work for doing nature photography. In that case, you need to use a 
wide-angle lens. 


A wide-angle lens helps you to capture a wider space of nature. You can capture the whole 
place if you use wide-angle lenses.



Select Attractive Locations 
A good location matters a lot when you go for professional nature photography. 


You should first visit different natural places and decide which one would be best. Choose 
places that have enough nature to capture. 


Try getting maximum natural elements to get into the frame of your camera. The more 
attractive the locations would be the more attractive pictures you will get out of this.



Capture Movements in nature photography
On the off chance that you are working with moving water, you can make a dazzling white 
water impact by picking a long shutter speed.



Try Rule of Thirds 
There are different compositions you can apply while doing nature photography. To utilize the rule of 
thirds, envisions four lines, two lying on a level plane over the picture and two vertical making nine 
even squares. 


A few pictures will look best with the point of convergence in the middle square, however putting the 
subject at one of the meeting purposes of the nonexistent lines, will frequently make an all the more 
tastefully made photo.



Include People in nature photography 
A lovely scene can be supplemented by an adorable youngster or by an excellent young 
lady running or bouncing through the blossoms.



Create depth in nature photography 
When you’re taking landscape photography, try creating a sense of depth by keeping all the 
different elements of the image in focus. It’s a must to do while doing photography.


Place your camera in a tripod (this will eliminate camera shaking) when using a small aperture, 
as less light will be entering the lens.



Use water for reflection 
Mountain views reflected in crystal lakes are some of the most stunning examples of nature 
photography. Water reflection gives you one of the best views.



Go close to nature 
Mostly nature photography is done by wide lenses to capture a wide range of views. 
But not always it’s necessary, sometime we have to go closer to it. 


Going close to nature can give us some eye-soothing photography. Some close shots 
can make a picture more attractive. When shooting nature photography, zoom in and 
crop close on your subject.



Use natural light 
Nature photography sometimes requires the trusty flash function on your camera. If at all possible, you should try 
natural light. Nature photos will look great in the morning or evening light in general. The golden hour is the most 
precious time to photograph.  The light after sunrise and before sunset has a softer, hazy quality. It illuminates 
your subjects more evenly and eliminates the harsh midday shadows.



Photo editing in nature photography 
To make photography a little bit more fabulous, editing is a must. Through editing, you can 
create some more fantastic creativity. Adobe Photoshop, Lightroom & Serif Affinity etc are the 
most usable software for editing.




Conclusion 
Landscapes are a real favourite with photographers and it’s not hard to see why you get to 
spend time in the outdoors and be with nature. 


Having patience helps, as you may need to wait for the right lighting conditions and there will 
times when conditions do not co-operate. Some photographers will wait for the right time to 
capture the best thing and that one thing will make the time worthwhile.




